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Abstract The formation is an important task in

multi-mobile robots coordination in a defined
environment. In a local knowledge environment
the multi-mobile robot formations are realized
using small robots with minor hardware
requirements. The localization, path planning and
obstacle avoidance processes are required to
perform formation. In this paper a static strategy
for polygon shape formation is implemented using
a several number of mobile robots. This strategy
has a better efficiency, since it use the cluster
matching algorithm instead of the triangulation
algorithm in completing the formation. Also, the
visibility binary tree algorithm and the reciprocal
orientation algorithm are used in this paper. This
strategy has better performance in the multi-robot
formation, since it use the cluster matching
algorithm instead of the triangulation algorithm.
Index Terms—Local knowledge environment, mobile robot,
Polygon shape formation.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, it has been pointed out how replacing a
single high performance robot by simple mobile
robots may be advantageous since these simple
cooperative robots may enhance the efficiency of
work and data transmission between robots.
Therefore, multi-mobile robots are expected to be
used in a variety of applications including
surveillance [1], object manipulation [2],
intelligent transportation systems [3], and
exploration [4]. Thus, this paper presents the
formation algorithms needed to coordinate multimobile robots arrangement within a group. It is
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required to realize geometric patterns adapting to
environmental changes to enable multi-mobile
robots to perform the assigned tasks. The
formation investigation require several task to be
implemented: The localization algorithm is used
to calculate the initial location and orientation of
each robot, which is assumed to be known by
other robots [5, 6]. The formation is achieved by
driving every robot to its own goal through a
straight line trajectory using path planning
algorithm [7, 8]. However, in this strategy, these
trajectories may cause collision among robots and
then break the whole system. The robots use the
collision avoidance algorithm [9, 10].
For multi-mobile robots, geometric constraints
are constraints due to obstacles in the
environment and kinematic constraints are
essentially non-holonomic constraints. Since,
multi-mobile robots have very good velocity
controllers and are therefore able to follow a
given trajectory, it is useful to find a kinematic
motion plan for such a system by considering the
velocity of mobile robot as the input variable.
Formation can be considered as a special type of
swarm, in which multi robots must show a fixed
pattern while moving along a path. In swarms, the
robots should only be in the neighborhood of one
another, and the motion between them is less
structured. Additionally, formations can be
classified as rigid or flexible. In rigid formations
robots must enforce a fixed shape [11, 12]. That
is a robot must not move from its given position
in the formation, at all times. On the other hand,
robots in flexible formations can break the
formation by change their positions, and returning
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to their previous positions, at any possible time
[13]. This gives advantage to perform obstacle
avoidance behavior for each individual robot,
instead of the need to implement it at the group
level. There are many applications for formations.
Transportation tasks are important field of
application for formations, where a group of
robots, moving in a rigid shape can be used to
carry any object from one place to another [3].
Another example of formations is cooperative
surveillance in military applications, where a
group of individuals should attack an enemy by
using group of robots to observe an area and
distinguish probable targets [1]. Distributed
mobile sensor networks is another application
area, where group of robots arranged in a rigid
formation can be equipped with sensors with a
small detection range to simulate a wider range
sensor. Distributed communications networks are
another application for formations, where
multiple
robots
provide
temporary
communications in a disaster zone, where each
robot represents an agent in a specific location
[12]. In order to fulfill the goal of formation,
several problems have to be solved. These
problems are: the problem of knowing the initial
position of these robots [14], and the path
planning from initial to the final locations in
formation [15]. This process also needs to deal
with obstacle avoidance and collision avoidance,
when robots move to their final location [9].
II. POLYGON SHAPES FORMATION STRATEGY
The static formation with local knowledge
environment is achieved by self-mobile
localization to enable multi-robot systems to
spread along the desired trajectory without any
external reference signal [16]. The idea
underlying this strategy is to locate multi-robots
via formation coordination. In formation
coordination, a mobile robot can be localized by
using three fixed robots that act as reference
nodes. This mobile robot is fixed when it has
completed its movement and then it is used as one
of the reference nodes, while one of the fixed
robots is selected and switched to be the next
mobile robot. By repeating this process, the static
formation is achieved without any external
reference signal. In formation coordination
mobile robots are moving through shifting and
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switching sequences. In shifting sequence each
robot moves to the desired path, where in
switching sequence multi-robots are driven to
follow the desired trajectory. When each robot
moves, it should stay within a communication
range of the infrared sensors.
In this section the formation coordination is
used as a strategy to form a static regular
polygon, as shown in Fig. 1. Each robot in a
multi-robot obtains information from its own
sensors and by communicating with other robots.
At first all robots estimate their initial positions
and orientations by using the cluster matching
algorithm [14]. After that, the strategy starts to
select suitable robots to move according to the
shape of formation and location of these robots.
This process is done by clusters matching
algorithm which selects the far robots from the
place of polygon formation. In triangulation
estimation of the robot movement is done at least
by three fixed robots, while the proposed strategy
needs only two robots. This leads to reduce the
number of switching events when the polygon
formation is built. Each robot decides its
trajectory by using the binary tree tangent graph
algorithm.
These robots stop at the boundaries of the
communication range of the neighbor fixed
robots. At that time another far fixed robots start
to move to the goal formation and repeat the same
procedure. This process continues until all robots
reach their goals. The steps of implementation of
this strategy on a polygon formation are as
follows:
Step 1: Compute the initial position (xi, yi) of
each robot by using the cluster matching
algorithm [14]. Fig.1 shows the pseudo-code for
the cluster matching algorithm.
Step 2: Select the far robots from goal formation
as mobile robots. The selection of these robots is
done by using the cluster matching algorithm.
Step 3: Each robot decides its trajectory by using
the visibility binary tree algorithm. The shifting
sequences are done through this trajectory [15].
Fig.2 shows the pseudo-code for the visibility
binary tree algorithm.
Step 4: The robots use the reciprocal orientation
algorithm to avoid collision with each other [9].
The pseudo-code for this algorithm is shown in
Fig. 3.
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Input P(xs, ys) : Distance IR sensor position,
n: number of robots
R: Maximum detection range of IR sensors
For each robot i do
Measure robot distance (di ) and angle ( θi )
Compute robot position (xi , yi )
Store (di ) and (xi , yi ) in matrix A1 as nodes
Next robot i
Rearranged matrix A1 descending according
to (di ) values
For each node i do
For each node j do
Compute distance Lij between node i and j
Lij = ∞
If Lij > R then
Else
nbij = nbij + 1 {neighbor nodes}
End if
Store (Lij) in matrix A2
Next node j
Store nbij in matrix A2
Next node i
For each row i in matrix A2 do
Max = 0
For each Lij ≠∞ in row i do
If nbjj > Max then node j is cluster head
Else
nbjj = 0
End if
Next j
Next row i
For each cluster i do
For each Lij ≠∞ in cluster i do
Compute the orientation θi
Next j, i
For each cluster i do
For each successive θi in cluster i do
Compute the angles Øij {anticlockwise
angle from node j to node i}
Next j
Store nbij and Øij in matrix A3
Next i
Fig. 1. Pseudo-code of the cluster matching
algorithm.
Step 5: The robots stop when they reach the
boundaries of communication range of neighbor
robots as shown in Fig. 4 .a, b.
Step 6: Repeat steps 2, 3, 4, and 5 by switching to
the next far mobile robots as shown in Fig. 4 .c.
Step 7: The shifting and switching sequences are
repeated until all mobile robots reach their
formation goals, as shown in Fig. 4.(d, e, and f).
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The overall approach is summarized by the
pseudo-code shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 2. Pseudo-code of the visibility binary tree
algorithm.
Input P(x, y), v, r, θ : The robots parameters
t: time interval
n:number of robots
For each interval t do
For each robot i do
Sense qi = (x, y) and vi
For each robot j do
Sense qj =(x, y) and vj
Calculate α
Use transformation algorithm
Repeat for each interval e
Calculate Pj
Calculate dj
Until dj < (ri +rj) or e > intervals
If dj < (ri +rj) then
Rotate robot i and robot j
End if
Next robot j
Combined Reciprocal trajectory algorithm
Calculate Pj.
For each robot j do
Calculate dj
If dj < deadlock zone then
Use deadlock algorithm
End if
Next robot j
Next robot i
Next interval t
Fig. 3. Pseudo-code of the reciprocal orientation
algorithm.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)
Fig. 4. Static polygon formation with local knowledge environment
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Input n: number of robots
R: Maximum detection range of IR sensors
P (xs, ys): Laser sensor position
g1(x1, y1)…, gn(xn, yn): Goals positions.
For each robot i do
Use cluster matching algorithm to estimate
robot position (xi, yi) and orientation (θi).
Compute distance between robot i and
laser sensor position
Next robot i
Do while formation not complete
Select robot i which has minimum distance
to laser sensor position.
Do while robot i has R distances from at
least two neighbor Robots.
Compute robot i trajectory to its goal using
binary tree tangent graph algorithm.
Estimate the future position of robot i
using reciprocal Orientation algorithm to
avoid collision with other robots.
Loop
Loop
Fig. 5. Pseudo-code of the static polygon
formation within a local knowledge environment
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this paper the algorithm which proposed to
investigate the formation of multi mobile robots
is simulated using visual basic 2010. The strategy
of formation is simulated in local knowledge
environment, and investigates as a statically type
formation. The simulation is performed over
different topologies representing different
network sizes (n) ranging from 4 to 8 robots. The
robots were randomly placed on a 500x500 pixels
area. Two parameters are used in this simulation:
• Network size (n): the number of robots in
the simulation environment.
• Maximum detection range of infrared
sensors (R): The maximum graph distance
between any two neighbor robots.
The purpose of this simulation is to
evaluate the following performance metrics:
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1. Percentage of accomplishment: Indicates the
time spent by multi-robots from the initial to
the final positions.
2. System Efficiency: The system efficiency [17]
is defined by the following equation:
(1)
Where |XRi(t) – Xri(0)| is the distance from the
initial to the final positions at time t, and lRi(t) is
the total travelling distance of each robot at time
t.
Fig. 6 shows the simulation. Fig. 6(a)–(f)
represent the Screenshots of simulations at
different time steps to investigate the static
polygon formation in local knowledge
environment. This process is achieved by using
the clusters matching algorithm to localize each
robot in the environment and the moving of these
robots from the start position to the goal are
achieved by using the visibility binary tree
algorithm. Through the movement of these robots
the collision may be occurs among these robots.
The reciprocal orientation algorithm is used to
solve this problem.
Fig. 7 shows the comparison of the
accomplishment time between triangulation
algorithm and cluster matching algorithm. This
comparison is done on four robots. The maximum
detection range of infrared sensors is assumed to
be equal to 80 pixels. The accomplishment time
of cluster matching algorithm is better than
triangulation algorithm, because the triangulation
algorithm needs at least three fixed robots to
achieve the static polygon formation, while this
process in cluster matching algorithm needs only
two fixed robots.
Fig. 8 repeats the comparison in Fig. 7
with robots having a maximum detection range of
infrared sensors equal to 100 pixels. The system
efficiency of triangulation algorithm is equal to
96%, while it is equal to 98% for cluster
matching algorithm. These graphs show that the
accomplishment time is improved as the
maximum detection range of infrared sensor is
increased and by the use of the cluster matching
algorithm.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)
Fig. 6. Static polygon formation with local knowledge environment.
(a)-(f) Screenshots of simulations in different time steps.
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infrared sensors. The results show that the
modified self-localization strategy has a better
efficiency to complete the formation, since it uses
the cluster matching algorithm instead of the
triangulation algorithm. The accomplishment
time of cluster matching algorithm is better than
triangulation algorithm in both detection ranges
of the infrared sensors, because the triangulation
algorithm needs at least three fixed robots to
achieve the static polygon formation, while this
process in cluster matching algorithm needs only
two fixed robots.

Fig. 7. Comparison between triangulation and
cluster matching algorithm with 80 pixels
maximum detection range of infrared sensors.

Fig. 8. Comparison between triangulation and
cluster matching algorithm with 100 pixels
maximum detection range of infrared sensors.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a static strategy for polygon
shape formation is simulated on local knowledge
environment using a several number of mobile
robots. This simulation is implemented on
environment with four robots using the cluster
matching algorithm and the triangulation
algorithm. The simulation is repeated with 80 and
100 pixels for the maximum detection range of
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